Archaeological Research 2014 to 2021: an examination of its intellectual base, collaborative networks and conceptual language using science maps
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The co-citation map of source titles referenced in archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021

A series of six science maps have been created visualising the shape of archaeological research between 2014 and 2021, using metadata from more than 50,000 academic documents. These maps present the intellectual base of the discipline as co-citation networks of sources and of authors, the language of archaeological research as both terms extracted from titles and abstracts and as author keywords, and, lastly, the networks of collaboration created by co-authorship between individuals and institutions. Comparison is made between 2014-2021 and an earlier study examining archaeological research between 2004 and 2013. Archaeology is revealed as a consistently broad and developing subject drawing extensively on methods and approaches from the sciences, social sciences, arts and humanities. It is intrinsically international in practice. Archaeological research is growing at a rate faster than the
average for academic research. While there has been progress towards a more
diverse community of researchers among those most highly cited, there remain
significant issues in the observable diversity between different research areas within
the same discipline and sometimes between similar research specialties.
Classifications of archaeology by external bodies fail to grasp this diversity of
archaeological research. Finally, diversity in terms variants suggests that there is a
pressing need for the discipline to take control of its terminology.

1. Introduction

Science maps are a way of representing the nature of academic research based on
networks of relationships identifiable from the metadata of academic documents.
They visualise the relationships created by, for example, patterns of authorship, the
choice of words used and the ties created from one document to others through
citation. Science maps provide a mechanism for visualising the shape and examining
the structure of a discipline in an age when academic research results in many
millions of research outputs being published each year (see Petrovich 2021). Like an
aerial survey of a landscape, science maps offer a perspective of breadth (of topic)
and time depth that can identify aspects of a discipline's nature that will merit further
investigation through more detailed reading and data collection. Despite the
enormous potential of science mapping, and the persistent interest in the history and
development of archaeology demonstrated by archaeologists over decades, the
technique has been rarely used to map the discipline of archaeology. The first
visualisation of archaeological research, based on the metadata of more than 20,000
documents published between 2004-2013, appeared in 2016 and provided a series
of three maps based on co-citation relationships between source titles and between
authors, as well as the co-occurrence relationships between terms extracted from
titles and abstracts (Sinclair 2016). The current study, still only the second attempt to
map archaeological research at a discipline level, examines the subsequent period,
from 2014 to 2021. It is based on metadata from more than 50,000 documentary
research outputs.

Ongoing developments in science-mapping software have increased the range of
maps presented to include additional aspects of archaeological research such as co-
ocurrence networks based on author keywords, as well as the collaborations created
by networks of co-authorship between individuals and their institutions. Moreover,
an online version of the mapping software used now makes it possible to provide
online examples of these maps so that readers can explore them in detail rather than
having to zoom in and out of large, stitched images. In so doing it is now easy to
search for individual authors, institutions, or terms, and to adjust the clustering
parameters of nodes and to adjust the number of links represented between them.

This article will proceed with a brief discussion of the use of document metadata to
reveal relationships between documents and provide a window on aspects of
academic practice. It will be followed by a longer description of the dataset and the software used. A series of six science maps will then be presented and briefly described. At the end a series of larger issues are identified for more detailed discussion. These include reflections on the growth of archaeological research in terms of its documentary corpus, its academic diversity and the language of archaeology, made possible by comparing the maps presented for the first time here with new maps for the period 2004-2013 covered in the earlier study.

In brief, the maps demonstrate strong continuity in the discipline through time, along with important changes. Archaeology is revealed to be an extraordinarily diverse field of research with multiple specialities across the sciences while retaining strong connections into the social sciences and the humanities and arts. It is the nature of archaeology’s engagement with approaches and methods from across the natural, formal and life sciences as well as the research collaborations that are necessary to this work that drives the shape of the discipline. Archaeological research is, in many cases, an inherently multidisciplinary and international activity creating extensive collaborative ties that span continents, between individuals as researchers as well as their institutions. The total number of research documents published is still increasing dramatically and as fast as any other scientific field measured; it is now also dominated by the production of journal articles. Women researchers are more visible among the most cited researchers, particularly in certain research specialities. However, there are certain research specialisms where these maps identify that this process is less visible or even absent. The language used by archaeologists in titles and abstracts presents archaeology as a multidisciplinary field with multiple named specialisms poorly classified within the wider research infrastructure. The impact of archaeology’s engagement with other sciences is highly visible. The keywords used by archaeologists emphasise new types of data and technique over the essential processes of dealing with fragmentary and sampled data. Variability in the use of even basic methodological and conceptual terms suggests that archaeologists may need to think carefully about an active curation of their terminology as a controlled vocabulary, if only to aid future researchers in locating their work.

2. Academic Documents as a Window on Knowledge Creation

Science mapping uses the metadata for sets of related academic documents extracted from one of the major bibliometric databases such as the Web of Science and Scopus. These metadata are read and analysed as networks of relationships and then graphically represented as two-dimensional images (see Chen 2017 for a recent review of the field). The mapping process identifies academic elements within this metadata as nodes and the relationships between them as edges. Nodes might be authors, institutions, countries, funding bodies, individual documents or source titles - such as journal names, etc. Edges, or links, are the relationships between nodes as revealed by forms of citation, co-occurrence, co-authorship or funding, etc. (see Mickel et al. in press, for a discussion). A clustering process (‘community detection’) is
then used to identify groups of more closely related nodes and these clusters can on occasion be evaluated in terms of their centrality within and betweenness across clusters according to standard network analysis (see Newman 2018). Time-slicing of data makes it possible to examine change through time.

The interpretation of science maps depends upon how relationships between nodes in the map can be interpreted as forms of academic practice (sociological relations) or as forms of intellectual structure (intellectual relations) within a research specialty, through the lens of the effect that these relations have on the nature of the documents produced - the documentary level (see Petrovich 2019). While science mapping itself has only become popular in the last 20 years, the method builds upon an established body of research starting in the 1950s that set out to study the nature and growth of science as both a social and intellectual enterprise, using the quantitative methods of science itself (scientometrics). Science maps explore the nature of the network links between elements of document metadata as a mechanism for examining the changing relationships between sets of academic communities and the knowledge networks they create.

A series of basic document to document relationships are usually at the basis of most science maps. For example,

1. **Direct citation** - from one document back to a source document(s) generates a quasi-'genealogical' relationship - an 'algorithmic historiography' in Garfield et al.'s terms (Garfield *et al.* 2003, 400) - from one knowledge claim back to its prior influences if we presume that citation records influence (but see Sinclair 2016 section 3, box 2, for a discussion of the alternatives).

2. **Ego-Altar Citation** - a particular type of direct citation - distinguishes between the references that an author uses in the course of their research, and the way in which their own documents are made reference to by others (White 2000; 2001). Ego-altar citation allows us to explore how the cited references of an author (or research group, institution) as 'ego' chart the influence of other work on ego's own knowledge claims. This is ego's 'citation identity'. And in reverse, it allows us to explore how an author(s) work is cited by others (as 'alter') and what this may reveal about how the author's knowledge claims have become incorporated/had an influence upon the work of others around them. This is the author's 'citation image' (See Sinclair 2020 for the only example of this approach used in archaeology.)

3. **Bibliographic coupling** links together two or more citing documents that share a number of cited references in common (Kessler 1963). Since most cited references in any academic document usually date to within a few years of the publication date of the citing document, two bibliographically coupled documents might be interpreted as knowledge claims related to the same, active research topic. Importantly, bibliographic coupling relationships do not change over time since reference lists are fixed at the publication of a document. Clusters of bibliographically coupled documents, therefore, have been interpreted as literature sets for specific research problems - a 'research front' (Persson 1994). Bibliographic coupling can also be applied to authors (individuals appearing together in the same list of cited references), allowing clusters of bibliographically coupled authors to be interpreted as the active scientific community working on a specific research problem.

4. **Co-citation** links together two or more cited documents (or authors, institutions, etc.) that are referenced together in another document(s) Marshakova 1973; Small 1973). Co-citation relationships are likely to change over time since a document can be co-
cited with any other in a subsequent publication. As the cumulative total of academic literature in a field grows and specific research topics change, co-citation relationships will change. Since two documents may be co-cited by other documents related to different research topics, co-citation aggregates a greater set of documents. It is assumed that co-citation relations, therefore, represent the basic knowledge - the intellectual base - of a research domain or discipline for the time period under examination or the broader community of researchers within a domain.

5. **Co-authorship** links people who collaborate as research partners. Co-authorship, per se, can inform us about the degree to which specialists need to work together in order to complete a knowledge claim in their research domain. This might result from the need to include specialists with research expertise across multiple disciplines (possible evidence of multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary research), or perhaps the need to subdivide research work into smaller parts to be completed by multiple individuals. At a higher level, the affiliation(s) of an author make it possible to observe how collaboration between specialists creates links between larger academic units (institutions, departments, or even research groups). In so doing co-authorship ties also identify national or international relationships, or professional and academic collaborations. By definition, co-authorship-based science maps cannot represent the work or the possible, informal collaborations between specialists who publish on their own. There may be significant differences in the pattern of solo-authored versus co-authored research work between research domains (we might contrast, for example, the document-based research of literature scholars versus the laboratory- or fieldwork-based research of environmental scientists). These same differences might also exist within a single research domain.

6. **Co-occurrence** relationships identify academic elements that occur together such as terms used for describing the research of a discipline. Science maps showing clusters of co-occurring terms can be interpreted as the set of language terms that is used to investigate a thematic research area. Change in the use of terms through time can inform us about the introduction of new research problems or the introduction of new methods, the loss of older terms or the greater use of terms that might once have been the language of a restricted group of specialists to a more common pattern of usage. Terms can be extracted from titles, abstracts or full texts of documents using techniques of natural language processing (NLP) or they can be read directly from lists of author keywords or index keywords (keywords appended to the document metadata by the bibliometric database itself).

Science mapping has become increasingly popular in the last 20 years because the enormous number of documents published has made it almost impossible for individual scholars to write histories of a discipline through the reading of individual documents, while the development of specialist software for the analysis of networks in bibliometrics data has resulted in the ability to analyse the relationships within and between documents quickly and at scale.

3. The Dataset

Science maps would ideally be based on metadata for the full set of documents produced within the area of academic research under investigation. While this may be possible where the focus is narrowly defined (the documents published within a specific journal, for example), as the area of investigation expands, to a research domain for example, the reality is that only a sample of that set will be available. The
key requirement for such a sample will be the coverage of a field's literature, the quality of the key metadata (authors, affiliations, dates, titles, abstracts) available. Cited reference information is essential since many forms of science mapping are visualisations of network relationships generated through forms of citation. An additional factor is the ease with which the required bibliometric data can be identified, and then downloaded for visualisation using mapping software.

3.1 The best bibliometric database for archaeology

Most science mapping studies rely on data from the two long-established, subscription-based bibliometric databases (or citation indices). The Web of Science (hereafter WoS), now owned by Clarivate Analytics, traces its origins back to the original Science Citation Index created by Eugene Garfield. The original index was augmented by a Social Science Citation Index in 1973 and an Arts and Humanities Citation Index in 1978 to form the Core Collection. The other major index, Scopus, started in 2004 based originally on data derived from the journal publications of its owner, Elsevier. The scale of publication of academic literature, the original limitations of technology and labour in the process of creating citation databases and initial beliefs about the relative impact of different journals meant that both WoS and Scopus were highly selective in the journals and books they chose to index (see Garfield 1972; 1979; 1996 for the selection rationale behind the production of the WoS Citation Indices). It is widely acknowledged that both index a moderate percentage (15-20%) of journals published when the number indexed is compared to the broader, but still selective, listing of periodical publications compiled by Ulrich’s (2022). Selection has a significant impact on all aspects of literature search, research evaluation and science-mapping. WoS and Scopus index many more journals and other documents from publishers based in the USA and Western Europe, along with documents in the English language (at least in terms of a translated title and abstract). Subject-wise, they are both more orientated towards research publications in the Sciences and Social Sciences. WoS and Scopus also require their indexed material to have been peer-reviewed (Delgado López-Cózar et al. 2019). Studies examining relative coverage have shown that Scopus is the larger database with a better representation of documents and books in the Social Sciences and the Arts and Humanities (Martín-Martín et al. 2018; 2021). Both WoS and Scopus have expanded greatly, especially in the last 20 years. This includes an increase in the number of journals indexed (see Bordignon 2019 for a summary of Scopus index additions by subject area) as well as in the range of academic literature indexed. WoS has added a Book Citation Index, an Emerging Sources Citation Index, as well as expanded its Science Citation Index; it has also added a number of specifically regional indices including a Chinese Science Citation Index, a Russian Science Citation Index, an index for South and Latin America, South Africa, Spain and Portugal (the SciELO Citation Index) and, most recently, a Korean Citation Index and an Arabic Regional Citation Index. WoS and Scopus actively curate their indices to ensure the reliability of their metadata. Beside WoS and Scopus, Google Scholar, which gathers document metadata from web pages during the process of indexing those pages for Google
searches, is still recognized as holding information on the largest number of academic
documents. However, it has always been difficult to use Google Scholar for
bibliometric studies since there is no application programming interface through
which to download datasets including cited reference data (Delgado López-Cózar et
al. 2019; Visser et al. 2021). While there has been some progress in the ability to
extract data from Google Scholar (Else 2018) and there is software available that
allows for extraction of basic document data (without cited references) for individual
scholars (i.e. Publish or Perish software, Harzing 2007), it is still not possible to
identify and extract large sets of document metadata. Consequently, Google Scholar
remains largely unused as a data source for science mapping. Microsoft Academic,
created in 2005 and modified thereafter, provided a comparative dataset to Google
Scholar and was compiled in the same way. It has been possible to download data
from Microsoft Academic, where available, and it has been used in some science
mapping (e.g. Chen 2020), but direct access to this dataset ceased at the end of 2021.

Since 2016, two other databases have become widely available: Dimensions
(app.dimensions.ai) and Lens (lens.org). Dimensions has commercial subscriptions for
institutions that allow complex analysis of science data, but, importantly, it is free for
individual researchers to search for literature and download metadata sets of up to
2500 documents in size, usable for science mapping. Research on database coverage
(Martín-Martín et al. 2018; 2021; Visser et al. 2021) demonstrates that Dimensions
and Scopus are currently very similar in size and probable coverage. Lens aggregates
metadata from a number of sources (including CrossRef, Semantic Scholar,
OpenCitations and Microsoft Academic Services). It is free to use and allows
downloads of metadata for sets of up to 50,000 documents. Lens now includes data
from Microsoft Academic and as a result currently contains much more data on
archaeological documents than WoS, Scopus or Dimensions. At first sight, Lens looks
like the best source of data for science mapping archaeology. This may certainly
prove to be the case in the future, but an examination of a set of downloaded
metadata for a set of 50,000 documents in archaeology (collected in January 2022)
revealed that more than 50% of the individual document records were missing
information on cited references. In 2022, therefore, either Scopus or Dimensions is
the best data source for science mapping archaeology. Scopus has been used here
owing to its extensive coverage of archaeology in terms of journals and especially in
terms of the better coverage of metadata for monographs.

3.2 Identifying a document set for
archaeology

The most common procedure used to locate a document set for discipline-specific
science mapping is to undertake a search based on a specific subject category or for a
set of journals indexed to a subject category. In Scopus, journals and books are
assigned to one of 313 subject categories grouped into 27 larger thematic areas. The
assignment of journals to subject categories is not static. New subject categories have
been created and existing categories modified, allowing extra subject categories to be
added or sometimes deleted from individual journal classifications. The complicated
nature of research subject categories and the assignment of journals to such categories have been recognised as a problem for decades since changes (or not) of subject categories affect perceptions of the growth and importance of specific science areas (see Wang and Waltman 2016). This ought to be less of a problem for archaeology since its categorisation(s) by subject has remained essentially static, but it is particularly problematic for multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary research in a field that gets published in journals indexed in another subject category, and archaeology is one such discipline. This is further exacerbated by the increasingly multidisciplinary publication strategies of many high-profile and high-impact journals (e.g. Nature, PLoS One, PNAS, Science among others) that are difficult to assign to any subject category or set thereof but which are highly prized as venues for publication of a wide range of research, including archaeology. Subject categorisation within the bibliometric databases is potentially a significant problem when collecting data on archaeological research outputs; a search based on subject category alone identifies a much smaller number of documents – perhaps as little as 40% of the total (see discussion in Sinclair 2016). Fortunately, one route out of this problem lies in the distinctiveness of the term archaeology itself and its derivatives. Therefore, a document set was identified using a search for "archaeol* OR archeol*" in the title, keywords or abstract. It would also be possible to include the full text of documents in such a search, but this was rejected on the ground that the term archaeology might be mentioned in the full text of documents across multiple research fields as a metaphor for a form of study. The search identifies a series of documents related almost exclusively to archaeological research, but with one clear exception; a small number of documents in the subject categories of astronomy and physics are also included in search results. These documents relate to a research topic called 'stellar archaeology' or 'galactic archaeology', which is the study of galactic evolution through the study of stellar populations, using relative spatial position. These documents were eliminated prior to download by excluding all documents in sources categorised as astronomy or physics.

A full set of document metadata including the cited references was downloaded for more than 53,000 documents as a series of comma-separated values (CSV) format files. This is a larger set of data than available from either WoS or Dimensions, but smaller than the set identified by Lens (Table 1). Research outputs have been identified as journal articles, books, book chapters and conference or proceedings papers. Journal articles are usually described as either research or review articles. In contrast to the earlier study, metadata for review articles has also been downloaded for mapping. Considerable variation in the number of both types of journal articles between Scopus and WoS, despite similarity in the total number of journal articles, indicates that the long-standing distinction made between review articles and research articles is not reliable, suggesting that research articles in archaeology now include a significant review of prior research as a requirement for acceptance in a peer-reviewed journal. Metadata from documents that are not necessarily research-related (i.e. book reviews, datasets, films, editorial material, and some poetry) were not downloaded.
Table 1: Bibliometric metadata for archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021 available in Scopus, Web of Science, Dimensions and Lens (Data collected 31 January 2022). Documents listed as 'early access' are not included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Type</th>
<th>Scopus</th>
<th>Web of Science</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Lens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Articles</td>
<td>23,517</td>
<td>37,405</td>
<td>18,147</td>
<td>42,979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td>3,641</td>
<td>5,207</td>
<td>1,333</td>
<td>1,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Papers</td>
<td>3,464</td>
<td>3,014</td>
<td>3,793</td>
<td>4,074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book Chapters</td>
<td>4,378</td>
<td>5,891</td>
<td>1,764</td>
<td>2,871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>1,438</td>
<td>1,750</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>36,438</td>
<td>53,267</td>
<td>25,264</td>
<td>48,075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, as noted in 2016, apart from the absence of metadata for documents published in academic journals but indexed by Scopus, the most significant omission for visualising archaeological research relates to publications deriving from research conducted through the process of professional, developer-related archaeology. Most, though not all, of this research is not published in an academic venue and, even though its findings are beginning to be cited in documents that are academically published, indexed and research evaluated (REF 2022 66-7), remains invisible owing to its exclusion from the major bibliometric databases used for science mapping.
4. The Process of Science Mapping

4.1 Pre-processing of bibliometric metadata

Once downloaded, document metadata are still not fit for mapping and analysis in their raw state. Despite the curated nature of metadata in a database such as Scopus (Baas et al. 2020), there remain, for example, variations in the names of authors owing to the variations in the recording of first name, initials or full first names and initials, or variations deriving from errors in the placement of commas between parts of names and so forth. Variations of the same author's name need to be reconciled to a single form prior to analysis and mapping. Without reconciliation, all variants will be recognised as separate nodes for analysis, clustering and mapping, leading to a fragmentation and possible misrepresentation of relationships. In addition to author names, variations exist in publication source titles, in author's institutional affiliations (due to the complexity of address details), and even to some extent with country names.

The problem of variation is more complicated for maps that hope to represent the language used in a research domain. Lists of terms extracted from titles and abstracts, as well as author keywords include singular and plural versions as different terms (i.e. ceramic, ceramics), letter acronyms along with fully expanded acronym names (i.e. 3rd, x ray diffraction, x-ray diffraction), compound terms (i.e. sediment, archaeological sediment), and so forth. These lists of terms also contain variations in site names (sometimes whole and sometimes fragmented; e.g. sima de los huesos; los huesos, sima; sima de), variations in the form of date terms (fifth century bc, 5\textsuperscript{th} century bc), and so forth. They also contain non-content related terms such as publisher names and places, page numbers and so forth. The identification of terms to be mapped must not only reconcile variants to a single form as is the case with authors, institutions, source titles, etc. but should also exclude non-relevant terms that do not help identify discipline-specific terminology. The process of reconciliation requires appropriate subject expertise and judgement concerning the purpose of the interpretive map. For these maps advice has been sought from colleagues with subject expertise in specific areas of archaeological research.

4.2 Visualising the bibliometric metadata

Several free-to-use software packages exist specifically for science mapping, of which the best known are currently VOSviewer, CitNetExplorer, CiteSpace and Bibliometrix (van Eck and Waltman 2010; 2014a; Chen 2016; Aria and Cuccurullo 2017). VOSviewer, created by van Eck and Waltman at the Centre for Science and Technology Studies at the University of Leiden, is now the most widely used science mapping software (Pan et al. 2018). It has been employed in more than 200 published studies. VOSviewer's key strengths lie in the quality of its
visualisation of large datasets (up to 10,000 - nodes or edges), and the ease with which users can refine their maps by varying the number of nodes and edges to be mapped or by exploring the possible clusters of nodes through an iterative adjustment of clustering parameters. VOSviewer also provides a mechanism for pre-processing data prior to mapping. VOSviewer has received regular updates over the last ten years. In 2022, it can use datasets from a greater range of sources: WoS, Scopus, Dimensions, Lens, CrossRef, Semantic Scholar. It can map direct citation, co-citation, bibliographic coupling and co-occurrence relationships. It is now able to recognise the full set of authors from multi-author documents, and to read both author and index keywords where they exist. An online version of VOSviewer was launched in July 2021. Readers can now access the maps presented here online and interrogate these maps directly (zoom in on, search for particular nodes, adjust clustering parameters, etc.) rather than explore large image files, or having to download the datasets and run them within their own version of the program. The online version of VOSviewer has also made it possible for users of Dimensions to generate science maps to examine the metadata of sets of documents they have identified through searching the database − although these maps will have no pre-processing of these metadata to reconcile any of the possible variation problems described above. For this study, maps were created using VOSviewer 1.6.18, released in January 2022.

Science maps involve the identification of a complex set of multi-dimensional network relationships between nodes and their representation in two dimensions. Van Eck and Waltman have published extensively about the processes used by VOSviewer (van Eck and Waltman 2007; 2009; 2010; 2011; 2014b; Waltman and van Eck 2013; Waltman et al. 2010; Perianes-Rodriguez et al. 2016), and a manual is available for users (van Eck and Waltman 2022). A few aspects of the processes used are worth noting. VOSviewer starts by generating an adjacency matrix of relationships between nodes (authors, institutions, documents, sources, terms, etc.) based on forms of citation or co-occurrence and using a measure of association strength on normalised data. Mapping and initial clustering happens using the VOS (Visualisation of Similarities) mapping technique, and a form of weighted and parametrised, modularity-based clustering; both processes are derived from the same underlying mathematical principles, thereby avoiding potential conflicts that can arise if based on different principles. VOSviewer allows users to refine the clusters initially identified by adjusting the clustering resolution and/or the minimum cluster size. The manual recommends that this be done using subject expertise and an iterative refinement of the clustering resolution between 1.0 and 2.0. In each visualisation, VOSviewer scales the size of nodes according to citations, occurrences, or link strength (in co-authorship relations for example). It presents labels for nodes to the extent that the labels will not overlap and obscure each other. The number of labels offered will be partly determined by the maximum number of characters in any label specified by the user. Here, this has been set at 30 characters for all maps. Please note, VOSviewer only presents labels in lower case and without character accents.

When mapping the relationships between authors, VOSviewer allows users to specify a maximum number of authors to be considered in case of multi-author documents (set at 25 for this study), and whether author relationships should be based on full or
fractional counting. In full counting, each author of a multi-author document is given a weighting equivalent to a single author document (1.0); in fractional counting, authors of multi author documents are given a weighting proportionate to the number of authors of the document (0.2 for an author of a five-author document). Fractional counting is recommended to eliminate the impact of multi-author documents on the mapping of author relationships and this has been used here since the document dataset for archaeology includes both single, joint- and multi-author documents. Terms maps can be constructed using either keywords (author and/or index) attached to a document, or using terms extracted from titles and/or abstracts by natural-language processing (NLP). NLP-extracted terms can be fully counted recording the many times that a term might be used in the text examined, or binary-counted to record the presence/absence of a term. Binary counting is used here.

VOSviewer offers a simple and effective system for pre-processing bibliometric data: the thesaurus file. This is a two-column spreadsheet that helps VOSviewer read an item of metadata (as a potential 'label' for a specific node) and, if necessary, change this to an alternative - 'replace by', or to ignore it if the 'replace by' column is left empty. In this way, a thesaurus file reconciles the variations in metadata discussed above for authors, institutions and so forth. The thesaurus file is used when reading the metadata prior to the recognition of any citation or occurrence relationship and the subsequent creation of any adjacency matrix upon which a science map is drawn. Since thesaurus files exist independently from the mapping of any single dataset (not the case for all other science mapping software), they can be improved over time for mapping particular areas of research. The creation of thesaurus files becomes an ongoing iterative process with the possibility for future development. The thesaurus files used in this study are a development of files first developed in 2016 but now addressing many thousands of variations (author names – 3600+ variations; source titles – 2000+ variations; terms – 2300+ variations; institution names – 4800+ variations). Even so, on detailed inspection of the maps readers will still find examples of variants on author, source and institution names that will be improved upon in future.

In the maps presented in this article, author labels are reconciled to the family name and the maximum number of identifiable initials (to distinguish between authors sharing the same family name). Institutional affiliations are reconciled to the institution rather than a department or research group within, since the inclusion of this more detailed information is highly variable. Source title names are now abbreviated according to the internationally agreed list for the abbreviation of words in serial publication titles set out in ISO 4 of the International Standards Organization. No list of agreed abbreviations exists for the title words of monographs; these maps use a form of abbreviation that will, hopefully, allow specialists to recognise the monograph easily from its label. For maps of terms, thesaurus files are used to change plural to singular forms and to standardise terms such as variants of method terms. Where necessary, term labels have been abbreviated to reduce node label length to less than 30 characters (i.e. geographical information system to 'geogr. inf. system'). Thesaurus files have also been used to eliminate geographical terms, country names and site names wherever possible to focus on the type of evidence, methodology, the interpretive language and the period.
Finally, and perhaps counter-intuitively, the terms 'archaeology'/'archeology' and 'archaeological'/'archeological' have been excluded from these maps using a thesaurus file. These terms were the basis for the selection of documents in the set, so their inclusion and level of use is not a surprise. However, as the most common terms, used in all types of archaeological research, they are difficult to cluster, while the relative size of their nodes will obscure others. Where these terms would have been mapped is noted in the discussion, below, on the basis of a trial mapping using a modified thesaurus file.

A series of six different forms of science map have been prepared. These cover the intellectual base of archaeology by means of two co-citation maps of cited sources and of cited authors; the conceptual language of the discipline through two co-occurrence maps of terms, one of terms extracted from titles and abstracts by NLP; and, finally, the nature of collaboration through two co-authorship maps representing individual authors, and institutions linked through co-authorship. For most maps, readers will find an annotated figure that presents a screenshot image of the map, with separate colour-coded clusters identified, along with a table listing the clusters and cluster colours identified. The most visible clusters in the maps have been labelled in the same colour as the cluster nodes to provide an interpretation of what they represent. In certain maps, the key dimensions that affect the layout of the maps are identified in one of the upper corners of the map. In addition, readers can access the online version of the map to explore. For each map, figures, tables and online maps use the same series of colours for clusters allocated by VOSviewer in order of decreasing cluster size. For the co-citation maps of sources and authors, and the co-occurrence maps of terms, clusters have been given an interpretive description based on a review of the nodes contained within the cluster. The screenshot figures include these same interpretive descriptions presented close to the most visible clusters. For all maps, the number represented has been chosen to facilitate legibility of node labels: readers can adjust this number in the online map. When discussing change over time reference is made back to the period 2004-2013 covered in the earlier study (Sinclair 2016) and an equivalent map for that period is also presented. Since the maps for the original study were fewer in number and based on WoS data, a new dataset for the period was downloaded from Scopus to ensure comparability and these data were pre-processed using the same set of thesaurus files as used for 2014-2021. Figures, tables and online maps are made available here for both the earlier and later periods.

Here the maps will be presented and described in brief, along with a comparative map covering the earlier period from 2004-2013. In Section 6, there is a longer discussion examining the shape of archaeology between 2004 and 2021 through three themes: (1) the growth of archaeological research, (2) changes in the representation of women as highly cited researchers, and (3) the language of archaeology.

5. Science Maps of Archaeology
5.1 The intellectual base of archaeological research 2014-2021: sources
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Figure 1: The co-citation map of source titles referenced in archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021

The map of cited sources presents the 1800 most referenced titles from more than 1 million cited. These have been grouped into 19 separate clusters using a minimum cluster size of 35 items, a clustering resolution of 2.00 and a threshold for inclusion
set at 80 citations (Figure 1, Table 2). A series of well-known journals are visible as nodes, and the majority of the strongest co-citation links - the edges - links these major titles. The most cited 20 sources are all serials, with 12 of these being focused on archaeological research. The major general science journals (Nature, Science, PLoS One and PNAS) are all present in this group. The Journal of Archaeological Science, situated in the centre, provides not only the most documents in the dataset but is also most cited, with more than 70,000 citations recognised in Scopus. The first monographs do not appear until much later, with the Encyclopaedia of Global Archaeology and then Palaeoamerican Odyssey, A History of Archaeological Thought, Archaeological Theory Today, and Outline of Theory of Practice. All have fewer than 650 recognised citations.

Table 2: Clusters and example nodes for the co-citation map of source titles referenced in archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021.

At a broad scale the map reveals a structure that places the recognisable archaeological sources to the left (including almost all the books) and titles for the publication of aspects of science to the right. These science-based titles occupy about two-thirds of the map's distribution of nodes. There are four major clusters of archaeological publications visible dealing with Europe and its prehistory, the Near East and the Classical World, archaeology in the Americas with a clear interest in interpretive debate, and a cluster that can be interpreted as more about the interpretation of the record. In the science side of the map, we can see clusters related the analysis of the human body and populations, genetics, climate change, the plant world and environmental change, landscapes and geophysics and materials analysis. The exception to this division is a cluster of titles related to the study of human evolution typified by the Journal of Human Evolution and Quaternary International. Within the map, but less immediately visible are smaller clusters of nodes that relate to the archaeology of specific regions (Africa, Australasia and the Pacific, and China and the Far East, and the earliest colonisation and occupation of North America) as well as a science cluster related to behaviour and cognition within which Current Anthropology, Evolutionary Anthropology and Science are clustered. The relative placing of science-focused titles also points to a second broad division between research that relates to the human body and its associated life sciences at the top, and research related to the environmental and material sciences at the bottom.

Table 3: Clusters and example nodes for the co-citation map of source titles referenced in archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013.

If we compare this to the map for 2004-2013 (Figure 2, Table 3), we see the same basic arrangement of titles and pattern within them, with some minor changes to the composition of clusters including separate clusters for the archaeology of the Americas. While science was identified as a significant side to the nature of the intellectual base for archaeology in 2004-13, the influence of the sciences is still growing, together with the major high-impact science journals. Of the 2000 most
highly cited sources in archaeology visible in these co-citation maps, in both cases more than 700 titles (~40%) are science sources that would not be classified as archaeological in nature.

Figure 2: The co-citation map of source titles in archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013

5.2 The intellectual base of archaeological research 2014-2021: authors

Table 4: Clusters and example nodes in the network of collaboration between authors derived from aggregated co-authorship relations in archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021

Figure 3: The co-citation map of authors referenced in archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021
The map of co-cited authors presents the 2000 most referenced authors out of nearly 1 million cited. Authors have been grouped into 19 clusters using a minimum cluster size of 30 authors along with the 800 strongest links between them visible, using a clustering resolution of 2.00 and a threshold for inclusion set at 150 citations (Figure 3, Table 4). The most cited authors are researchers whose work relates to aspects of science in archaeology including absolute dating (Bronk-Ramsey, Reimer, Higham, Bard and Blackwell), the analysis of sediments and minerals (Goldberg, Weiner), the microscopic analysis of bones (Dominguez-Rodrigo), residue analysis (Evershed), stable isotopes (Hedges, M.P. Richards), proteins (Collins) and plant remains (Fuller). There are several frequently cited authors present whose work is not focused on archaeological material, but anthropology (Foucault, Ingold, Bourdieu and Latour). At a broad scale this map recognises a clear difference between researchers based on their temporal interests, and on whether their research focuses on the animate or the inanimate. To the far left we can see two major clusters of researchers looking at the record of the earliest hominins and pre-agricultural societies, with a distinction made between those working in Africa and those working elsewhere. To the right we can see researchers who consider settled societies and issues of the nature of social complexity, with a distinction drawn between scholars examining the Americas and others. We can also see distinct small clusters related to aspects of scientific research (luminescence dating, organic residues, DNA and ancientDNA, and human remains) and three clusters that possess a clear regional or time focus (China and the Far East, the Near East, and the colonisation of the Americas). The intellectual base of archaeology rests on the research of a number of authors who stopped publishing research some time before the period under analysis (Binford, Childe, J.D. Clark, Foucault). Remarkably, Binford remains the third most cited author after Bronk-Ramsey and Reimer. His location in the centre of the map reflects the number of citations received, since the mapping process of VOSviewer usually places the largest nodes in the centre. Relative to other prominent authors, this central placing also clearly captures the citation of Binford's work across a wide range of archaeological research including by scholars examining the archaeology of early hominins, by those exploring an evolutionary approach to human behaviour and finally by those examining the social and symbolic side of archaeology. Hodder and Dominguez-Rodrigo, however, are cited almost as often as Binford but are placed on opposite sides, reflecting their considerably more circumscribed citation catchments.

Table 5: Clusters and example nodes in the network of collaboration between authors derived from aggregated co-authorship relations in archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013

If we compare this map (Figure 3) to that for 2004-2013 (Figure 4, Table 5) we see clear similarities both in terms of the authors included, their place in the map, as well as the nature and shape of the clusters of researchers. There is a similar high-level structure in terms of timespan from research on earliest humans on the left to research examining later more complex societies on the right, and from chemical analysis of inanimate materials at the top to the analysis of animate evidence (bones, plant remains and DNA at the bottom). The increase in the number of documents published in archaeology and the number of references made has led to an increase in the citation threshold for inclusion in the map of cited authors. In 2004-2013 160
citations were needed for inclusion in the map; for 2014-2021, more than 300 citations are needed. Likewise, the highest number of citations received by any author has more than doubled from nearly 3000 to more than 7500.

Figure 4: The co-citation map of authors in archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013

5.3 The conceptual language of archaeological research: NLP-extracted terms

Table 6: Clusters and example nodes in the networks of NLP-extracted terms from archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021
The co-occurrence map of NLP-extracted terms from titles and abstracts contains more than 1900 terms grouped into 15 clusters, using a clustering resolution of 1.5 and a minimum cluster size of 30 terms (Figure 5, Table 6). The terms are arranged in a clear ring shape with terms related to archaeological interpretation and theory as the largest cluster situated on the lower left-hand side next to terms related to professional practice in archaeology and heritage management. If the term ‘archaeology’ is included it would be the largest node and located in cluster 1. Terms associated with survey, mapping and digital visualisation are also on this left-hand side, intermingled with terms related to the archaeology of the classical and historical worlds. On the right-hand side we can see clusters of terms related to the physical environment and climate intermingled with the conceptual language of the archaeology of early hominins. There is a clear cluster of terms related to the scientific analysis of archaeological artefacts. In the lower part of the map, we can see terms associated with the analysis of human remains and human health and the origins of domestication and food production, with a cluster related to genetics and ancient populations in between. Smaller clusters of terms related to absolute dating, the isotopic analysis of diet, the analysis of organic residues and geophysics are recognised but less visible. The low-density spread of terms in the centre of the map includes terms related to the study of social complexity and especially the analysis of finds from cemeteries. This map presents a very clear image of the extraordinary breadth of conceptual language that encompasses archaeological research today, as well as highlighting some of the clear distinctions that exist between the natural and built environments, the animate and the inanimate.

Table 7: Clusters and example nodes in the networks of NLP-extracted terms from archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013
The map for 2004-2013, includes more than 1800 terms, also grouped into 15 clusters using a clustering resolution of 1.5 and a minimum cluster size of 30 terms (Figure 6, Table 7). The essential structure and shape of this map is the same as that discussed previously, though with some slight differences. On the right-hand side, the largest cluster of terms relates to the language of environmental change closely associated with the language of the impact of humans on plant communities. The language of stable isotopes is clearly visible and located close to the chemical analysis of artefacts. At the top there are four related clusters covering the languages of geophysics, survey, mapping and visualisation, preservation and cultural heritage and the built environment. The language of theory and interpretation, the classical world and social complexity are located close together to the left-hand side. Archaeology, if included, would be placed in the cluster of terms related to interpretation and theory. The centre of the ring contains more terms across a range of clusters. While the essential pattern remains the same between early and later periods, we can see some subtle developments through time. Research in the classical and historical worlds now embraces survey, geophysics and digital visualisation (digital photography, 3-D modelling and unmanned aerial survey work) in 2014 to 2021, where text was a central concern in 2004 to 2013. Genetic analysis is present across both periods but has changed from a focus on the biological changes that characterise domestication to understanding human populations, perhaps reflecting the significant change in the availability of ancientDNA data for multiple human individuals and the use of these data to address long-standing research questions about the movement of human populations (Kristiansen 2014).

5.4 The conceptual language of archaeological research: author keywords
Table 8: Clusters and example nodes for the co-citation map of author keywords referenced in archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021

Figure 7: The networks of co-occurring author keywords from archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021

The map of co-occurring author keywords contains 2000 terms each occurring more than 50 times; these are grouped into 18 clusters using a clustering resolution of 1.8 and a minimum cluster size of 30 terms (Figure 7, Table 8). At first sight this is a very different science map to the map of extracted terms; all the terms are mapped into one dense concentration in contrast to the clear ring shape of the map of extracted terms. A closer look, however, reveals stronger similarities with the basic structure of terms remaining the same. Terms associated with interpretation and theory, heritage, survey, mapping and visualisation and the classical and historical worlds are to the left-hand side, while terms associated with the scientific analysis of artefacts, environmental science, human evolution and domestication are on the right. The top of the map contains terms that are about the analysis of artefacts, while the bottom contains the terms associated with the animate world. Most of the same terms are present and clustered into similar groupings to the map of extracted terms.

Table 9: Clusters and example nodes for the co-citation map of author keywords referenced in archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013
Continuity in the same pattern can be seen for the science map of author keywords for the period 2004-2013. The map presents 1200 keywords grouped into 17 clusters using a clustering resolution of 1.8, a minimum cluster size of 30 items and a threshold for inclusion of 30 occurrences (Figure 8, Table 9). The same single concentration of terms is present, along with the distinction being drawn between the language of interpretation and theory and the classical worlds and environments, domestication and early hominins on the other. The language of scientific analysis of artefacts and of diet with stable isotopes is placed close together at the top. The language of genetic analysis is still present, and still associated with studies of domestication, though there is less of it.

5.5 Collaborative networks in archaeological research: co-authors
The science map of co-authorship for the period 2014-2021 (Figure 9) presents nearly 1500 authors. The nodes in this map are not clustered because the number of clusters generated varies enormously, with just a small change to the clustering resolution and/or a change to the minimum number of individuals within a cluster. Indeed, at any clustering resolution above 1.0 the number of clusters is greater than the number of colours that can normally be assigned to clusters by VOSviewer. The same problem exists for the map of co-authors for the earlier period 2004-2013 (Figure 10), which presents approximately 1400 co-authors. Both maps present a single, very large concentration of co-authors in the centre along with a series of separate co-author clusters tightly networked together but separated from the main concentration. Within the main concentration, individuals demonstrate a wide series of co-author relationships; in 2014-2021, examples of such widely connected individuals include Bahain, J.-J., Boivin, N.L., Chen, F., Collins, M.J., Dominguez-Rodrigo, M., Higham, T.F.G, McPherron, S.J.P, Moncel, M.H. and Petraglia, M.D. A noticeable feature of the maps of co-authors for both 2004-2013 and 2014-2021 is the presence of a distinct, large cluster of Chinese authors to be found in the top left-hand side of both maps. This group of co-authors was not evident in the co-citation map of authors created from the WoS data for the earlier study (Sinclair 2016) but, as noted above, since the publication of that study WoS has started a specific Chinese Citation Index, and Scopus will have increased its indexing of Chinese research.

Figure 10: Networks of collaboration between individuals as co-authors in archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013

5.6 Collaborative networks in archaeological research: co-authorship between institutions
Table 10: Clusters and example nodes in the network of collaboration between institutions derived from aggregated co-authorship relations in archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021.

Figure 11: Networks of collaboration between institutions derived from aggregated co-authorship relations in archaeological research outputs published between 2014 and 2021. Labels - in the same colour as cluster nodes - identify the most visible national clusters of institutions.

The map of collaborating institutions presents 315 institutions, grouped into 12 clusters using a clustering resolution of 1.8, a minimum cluster size of ten institutions, and a threshold of five published documents (Figure 11, Table 10). There is a single concentration of institutions in the centre of the map with a series of smaller concentrations of institutions around it. Some of these smaller concentrations have a clear national focus, identifiable as indicated in the screenshot. The number and composition of clusters of institutions in this map is sensitive to change, with changes in the clustering resolution. It is noticeable, however, that, with the exception of cluster 9, whose institutions are primarily based in North America, no cluster has a specifically regional or national identity. There are also institutions based in all geographical regions that demonstrate a very wide range of collaborative links. Examples include Cambridge, Durham, the Institute of Archaeology, Oxford and York in the UK, the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing, the Max Planck Institutes, the Australian National University and the University of Queensland in Australia, Harvard in the USA, and the University of the Witwatersrand in South Africa. The map for 2004-2013 contains 248 institutions grouped into 9 clusters with a clustering resolution of 1.0 and a minimum cluster size of 15 institutions (Figure 12, Table 11). The threshold for inclusion is the publication of five documents. Most of the same institutions are visible in both maps, but there is a striking difference in the overall shape of the map through time. The single dense concentration of institutions in the later period has developed out of two clear concentrations, with a primarily North American concentration to the left, and concentration of institutions from the UK and Australia to the right. Between these two there is a small grouping of institutions.
based in Israel and two small concentrations from Spain and China in the upper half of the map. Through time, archaeological research, where it requires collaboration, has become a fundamentally international activity no matter where researchers are based.

**Table 11**: Clusters and example nodes in the network of collaboration between institutions derived from aggregated co-authorship relations in archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013

![Network of collaboration between institutions derived from aggregated co-authorship relations in archaeological research outputs published between 2004 and 2013](image.png)
6. The Shape of Archaeology
2004 to 2021

Science mapping and scientometrics more generally offer incredible opportunities for detailed exploration of a discipline, but to make a genuinely valuable contribution they must offer some insight that is not easily achieved by other means. In the final sections below three such aspects will be discussed. The first considers the rate and manner of growth of archaeology as a discipline. The second continues an examination of diversity in the authorship of the most cited knowledge claims. Discussion ends with a consideration of the nature of language use in the discipline. In all cases, it is the opportunities raised by a perspective of the discipline as a whole that is important.

6.1 The growth of archaeological research

Figure 13: The number of archaeological research outputs published each year between 1960 to 2021. Research outputs include the following document types: research articles, review articles, books, book chapters, and conference proceedings papers. (Data collected from Scopus in January 2022)
Scopus data reveal that there has been a clear and steady increase in the number of archaeological research documents published each year since 1960 (Figure 13). A possible slight plateau is visible for the last four years along with a slight decrease in the number of documents published in 2021, but not sufficiently different to confirm any impact related to COVID-19 - yet. Derek Price, a pioneer of scientometrics, argued that, over the long term, scientific research grew at a quasi-exponential rate based on journal and document numbers as a proxy measure (Price 1961; 1963). Considering the number of archaeological outputs published by year as a cumulative total (Figure 14) there has been an extraordinary increase in the corpus of academic research published since 1960. Previously it was argued that the cumulative total of archaeological outputs doubled approximately every seven years (Sinclair 2016 box 1); the addition of more recent data indicates that this cumulative rate of increase has not changed. However, we might want to examine this growth in more detail and consider its impact upon how scholars draw on the increasing corpus of knowledge claims available to them. This is possible by looking at variations in the growth of types of documents, the rate of growth of archaeology in relation to other areas of science, and the nature of citation back to the accumulated corpus of work.

Figure 14: The growth in archaeological research outputs by document type 1960 to 2021. The apparent absence in books and book chapters prior to 2002 reflects the lack of indexing of these documents yet in Scopus. (Data collected from Scopus in January 2022)
Growth in archaeological research outputs clearly varies by document type (Figure 15). Since 2004, articles published in journals have more than tripled in number. There is also an increase in the number of books, book chapters and conference/proceedings papers published, but it varies from year to year. This difference in growth between document types may result from several factors including the length of time necessary to write or edit books, a practical limit to the number of books that can be published in any year, and possibly choices made by the citation indices in the indexing process – especially for books. The growing increase in journal outputs may also reflect the strategic decisions made by authors (and their research managers) concerning the perceived importance of journal publications in the process of career advancement in academia (Beck et al., 2021), and/or the enhanced visibility and impact of publication in the significant journals in processes of research evaluation at national level. Looking at the science maps of co-cited sources, we can also clearly see the increased importance to archaeological research of a small number of 'high impact' journals - both archaeological and general, even if the members of research evaluation panels might not themselves use the venue of publication as a marker of quality, as noted in the report from Sub-Panel 15: Archaeology (REF 2022 66). In this respect, archaeology is following a more general pattern seen elsewhere. A growth in journal articles as the primary document type submitted for research evaluation has been tracked over many years (Digital Science 2016), with some variation visible when comparing publications in science (health, life, natural and formal), engineering, the social sciences and the arts and humanities, with the arts and humanities still submitting for assessment many more book-format outputs. In the growth of its document types, archaeology currently most closely compares to disciplines in the social sciences.
We can also compare the growth of archaeological research to that in other research fields. Published studies indicate that the growth rate of science, if measured using data extracted from bibliometric databases such as Scopus, necessarily underestimates the true rate of growth since these sources do not include all research documents published (Larsen and von Ins 2010; Bornmann and Mutz 2015). The most recent studies (Bornmann and Mutz 2015; Bornmann et al. 2021) examining research growth are based on the data of unique publications extracted from the lists of cited references in indexed publications and show that the yearly growth rate of science has varied over the years according to the type of scientific research conducted and by the place in which it happens. Variations in the annual rate of growth range from less than 3% to a maximum of 8.5% recorded for UK science between 1960 and 1980. Possible reasons proposed for the increase in research production include the increased productivity of individual authors, an increase in multi-author outputs, and the ‘salami-slicing’ of research outputs into the smallest elements viable for publication (Fanelli and Lariviere 2016; Bornmann and Daniel 2007). Examining the growth in archaeological outputs, we can see that the number of archaeological documents published since 2000 compared to the number that might be predicted for the various rates of growth of science observed in Bornmann et al.’s 2021 study (Figure 16), we see that archaeological research is growing at a higher rate than even the highest 8.5% per annum. This rate of growth

Figure 15: The cumulative growth in archaeological research outputs by document type 1960 to 2021. The absence of books and book chapters prior to 2002 reflects the lack of indexing of these documents yet in Scopus. (Data collected from Scopus in January 2022)
might even be an underestimate since it is based on Scopus data. Further analysis would be beneficial to explore why this rate of growth appears to be so high in archaeology. Are there geographic, research specialty and/or temporal dimensions to this increase of document numbers?

Figure 16: The observed versus predicted growth in the annual publication of archaeological research outputs for different rates of growth

Lastly, the growth of research outputs has consequences for referencing practices, specifically how authors demonstrate a sufficient understanding of any research topic to persuade possible peer reviewers about the worth of their potential knowledge claim. The growth of research outputs increases the total population of research outputs available to cite, and we can see some impact from this in archaeology in terms of the change in the mean number of references cited per journal article. This has increased significantly. However, the rate of growth in the number of cited references is less than that for the number of documents (Figure 17), suggesting a process of selection at work. Making sense of this process of selection is not easy. Garfield proposed that in the natural and life sciences, once knowledge claims became accepted as truths, they were no longer cited to their source. He called this 'obliteration through incorporation' (Garfield 1975, 6) and saw it as a process that both reduced the number of citations made to the older literature and increased the proportion of citations to more recent outputs. Another well-known, scientometric concept, the 'half-life' of research – defined as the period of years prior to the publication date of a document(s) during which more than 50% of the cited
references were published – identifies another process of reduction in cited references. The determination of a half-life in research is usually applied to journals as a measure for characterising the degree to which research fields are driven by the most recently published research.
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Figure 17: The observed versus the predicted growth in the mean number of cited references per article. (Data collected from the Web of Science January 2022)

As disciplines vary in the proportions of document types they generate as research outputs, they also vary in their citation of the corpus of available literature. The nature of citation in the arts, humanities and social sciences is different from the sciences, with researchers extensively citing both the current literature but also many older documents. Where research examines texts as the observed evidence, many of these older cited references can be explained as the evidencing of primary evidence. Some older citations in archaeology may be of this type along with some citations of older research outputs that, while not texts, are also primary evidence in the form of original data such as dates or key finds. There is, however, evidence in the science maps that archaeologists continue to cite older conceptual literature, as illustrated by the high level of citation to archaeological outputs published by scholars who are either no longer active or might even be deceased. The most notable example of this is Lewis Binford (1931-2011) who remains the third most cited author during 2014-2021, despite his last publications appearing in 2002 (for the record, there is a posthumous correction note with Binford as second author published in 2018). Binford's most cited work is a 1980 paper (Binford 1980), that is cited many times more now, 40 years after publication, that in its first 10 years of existence (195 citations 2020-2022 versus 111 citations 1980-1990). The argument of this paper, proposing an essential difference between a forager settlement system versus that of
a logistic-collector settlement system among hunter gatherers, is now surely such an established part of hunter-gatherer research that it might be 'obliterated' without loss of recognition for Binford as the original proponent. The continued citation of such documents highlights the complex nature by which certain knowledge claims and their authors pass into the established scholarly canon (in the sense proposed by McElhinney et al. 2003) of archaeological research.

6.2 Women and men as highly cited authors in archaeological research

In the earlier study (Sinclair 2016, 7.2) it was shown that men were more frequently represented among the most highly cited authors than women, but if examined at the level of intra-discipline, research specialties (identified by a science map of author co-citation clusters), there were significant differences in the presence (or absence) of women as highly cited researchers (Sinclair 2016). With a more recent set of data, it makes sense to see whether this has changed and if this reveals anything about the development of the discipline. It is important to remember that here we are looking at the differential representation of women and men as highly cited researchers using metadata derived from Scopus, with the inevitable exclusions that derive from the strategic choices made for the indexing of certain documents and not others. In 2022, we must also recognise that distinguishing between men and women is a limited view of the relationship between citation and individual identity: it does not cover intersectional aspects of identity such as ethnicity or sexuality or class. However, the acquisition of this limited set of data, described below, highlights the difficulty both at a practical and potentially ethical level of attempting to incorporate a greater range of data to analyse further dimensions of individual identity at a discipline-wide scale. A recent study (Heath-Stout 2020) has, however, looked at more diverse aspects of individual identity among authors publishing research within a set of 20 archaeological journals for the period 2007-2016. Finally, it is worth noting that science maps do not explain differential patterns of citation, but they can reveal relative differences across subject areas that merit further investigation using other data and other analytical approaches.

When distinguishing between male and female authors, the major difficulty lies in the lack of detail provided in the lists of cited references. These lists usually provide just the family name of an author and their initial(s) from which one must identify the full name. There is no automated process for this and as a result sample sizes used in such studies are generally small. In this study, once again, it has only been possible to look at a sample of authors within any identified cluster. Here I have arranged authors by decreasing number of citations and then considered the 10% and 20% of authors with the highest citations, both for the population of authors at a discipline level and also at the level of the smaller research specialties identifiable as co-citation clusters for both 2004-13 and for 2014-2021. For the record, author citations are based on fractional counting to eliminate the impact of citation of multi-author documents (see ‘Visualising the Bibliometric Data’). However, self-citations are not removed, although an earlier study (Hutson 2006) has shown that, in a sample of archaeology journals,
self-citation does not vary by gender, but by seniority. For authors within the
identified sample groups, Google searches were undertaken where necessary to
locate first names or to locate and access original papers with full names or to locate
staff profiles on institutional websites (as used in other studies e.g. Prozesky and
Boshoff 2012; Williams et al. 2015). In the small number of cases where multiple
possibilities still existed, searches were refined to locate individuals with the same
name and initials publishing work in the same research specialty as that identified by
the cluster. For a small number of authors whose primary research area is not
archaeology (some geomorphologists, specialists in scientific methods used by
archaeologists, etc.) searches were refined to identify individuals collaborating as co-
authors with archaeologists grouped in the same research field as identified by the
citation cluster. Approximately 700 authors have been identified in this way for
the period 2004 to 2021.

The map of co-cited authors for 2014-2021 shows 2000 individuals grouped into 16
clusters (Figure 3). These 2000 individuals are well-cited individuals in their own right,
representing a small sample of the total number of cited authors of archaeological
research outputs. Every author has received more than 130 citations during the
period. When arranged by decreasing number of citations received, there are 37
women among the top 200 individuals (10%) and 89 women among the top 400
individuals (20%), representing 19% and 22% of the total respectively. In other words,
men are approximately four times more common than women among the top 10%
and 20% of cited authors. The most recent survey of the labour market in the UK
(Aitchison et al. 2020) shows that this proportion is very different to the balance
between men and women in UK archaeology as a whole (53%/47%), and a similar
balance (53%/47%) has been published for the USA (zippia.com 2020). In Australia,
the balance between women and men has most recently been reported at 58%/42%
(Mate and Ulm 2021). While there is no official published breakdown by gender for
archaeology, in the academic sector in the UK, this 53%/47% balance between men
and women is in fact the same as academic staff UK Higher Education Institutions in
general (HESA 2022). This is a bit less than recently reported for Australia at
60.5%/39.5% (Mate and Ulm 2021). However, if we assume that authors with high
levels of citation are likely to have been promoted, a different starting point for
comparison might be with the population of academic staff already promoted to
'professor' or 'other senior academic'. In the UK the balance between promoted
academic staff then changes to 69% men and 31% women (HESA 2022), reflecting
the historic and systemic issues related to equity in career progression for women in
academia. This possibly provides a better starting point if we wish to explore relative
differences related to the population of most cited archaeological authors as a whole
and across research specialties. There is a body of research that has argued that the
nature of academic communities differs by the nature of the research undertaken
(Becher and Trowler 2001), and through the division of the archaeological research
community into the research specialties we can identify whether there are
differences related to the area of research that need explanation in more specific
terms than those that might operate discipline- or academia-wide.
Figure 18: The balance between women and men within the top 10% most highly cited authors by research specialty 2014-2021
Figure 19: The balance between women and men within the top 20% most highly cited authors by research specialty 2014-2021

Starting from the science map of co-cited authors (Figure 3), identified clusters permit a subdivision into populations by their recognised specialty of archaeological research. For 2014-2021, authors were sorted by citation numbers as a whole for examining balance at a discipline level, and then by co-citation cluster and by decreasing number of citations within clusters to look at the balance within research specialties. This latter sorting results in a slightly different set of authors from that determined by citation number alone; all of the top 10% of most cited authors are still included, but there are now another 38 authors who are in the top 20% of cited authors in their specialty cluster but not among the original top 20% of cited authors across the discipline as a whole. When the most-cited authors are re-ordered by cluster, there are also clear differences in the balance of women and men between clusters, even if the mean balance remains approximately the same as per the discipline as a whole (Figure 18 and Figure 19). Most striking, perhaps, is that there are three research specialties identifiable as clusters where there are no women present in the top 10% of cited authors (clusters 10, 11, and 13) and two of these clusters (10, 11) have no women in the top 20%. There are also three clusters where
the proportion of women is much lower than expected based on the total among the top 10% of cited authors (cluster 3 - 6%; cluster 7 - 13% and cluster 8 - 8%), and four clusters if we consider the top 20% of cited authors (cluster 3 - 14%, cluster 7 - 7%; cluster 13 - 11%; and cluster 14 - 8%). There are also clusters where the proportion of women is higher or much higher than expected based on the total among the top 10% of authors (cluster 2 - 36%; cluster 4 - 35%; cluster 5 - 29%; and cluster 6 - 25%) and four clusters at the 20% level (cluster 1 - 33%; cluster 4 - 38%; cluster 6 - 31%; and cluster 12 - 33%). For the earlier period (2004-2013), the proportion of women is lower still (Figure 20 and Figure 21). There are five clusters with no women among the 10% most cited authors (clusters 5, 7, 11, 13, and 14), and three clusters where the percentage of women is much lower than for the total (cluster 4 - 11%; cluster 6 - 7%; and cluster 8 - 8%). Among the top 20% of cited authors, there remains one cluster with no women represented (cluster 14), and five clusters with a much lower level of representation (cluster 5 - 7%; cluster 6 - 11%; cluster 7 - 4%; cluster 8 - 13%; and cluster 11 - 10%). Women are present at a higher level than might be expected in three clusters among the top 10% (cluster 12 - 38%, cluster 3 - 37% and cluster 2 - 27%), and in two clusters among the top 20% of cited authors (cluster 12 - 31%; cluster 3 - 26%).

Figure 20: The balance between women and men within the top 10% most highly cited authors by research specialty 2004-2013
Figure 21: The balance between women and men within the top 20% most highly cited authors by research specialty 2004-2013
Figure 22: The balance between women and men within the top 10% most highly cited authors by comparable research specialty 2004-2021

It is also possible to consider the proportions of women and men as highly cited authors from 2004 to 2021 in the discipline-wide population as well as by research specialty for cases where co-citation clusters identify common specialties across periods (Figure 22). While the aggregated population of authors by research specialty level shows less change than the total population there are a number of specialties where change is noticeable, usually in favour of women as highly cited authors, although sometimes not. For example, among the top 20% of cited authors undertaking research on the archaeology of early hominins, the proportion of women has almost doubled. The same level of growth can be seen among researchers considering human remains and dietary analysis based on stable isotopes. There has been growth in the proportion of women in the research area of organic residues at the 10% level, but less so among the top 20%, and the same is the case for researchers investigating DNA and ancient DNA. The proportion of women undertaking research related to absolute dating and the establishment of chronologies has increased at both 10% and 20% levels, while the individuals here, both women and men, are the most highly cited of all. There are three specialisms
that are clearly regionally focused: China and the Far East, the Near East and Australasia and the Pacific. Archaeological research for the first two regions has seen a notable increase in the proportion of women among its most cited authors, but seemingly not yet for Australasia and the Pacific. Finally, there are three research specialties that are both regional and also theoretical in nature; authors most known for their publications on archaeological theory are to be found here. One specialism (2014-21 - cluster 10; 2004-13 - cluster 5) can be described as research taking an evolutionary approach to human behaviour, often with a focus on mobile societies, and here the research of women has disappeared from the top 20% of cited authors. The two other specialisms look at settled societies in Europe more broadly and in North America, with a theoretical approach that might be generally described as interpretive in the broader sense. In North American-focused research the proportion of highly cited women has almost doubled, in Europe it has remained static.

What might explain these differences? Much writing since the 1980s (see Moen 2019 for a recent review) has explored issues related to gender and archaeology; Scopus alone identifies 809 research outputs using a search for ‘archaeology’ AND ‘gender’ published from 1980 to 2021. Among this work, there is a body of research with a focus on equity issues concerned with employment, promotion, acceptance for publication, applications for and success in gaining research grants and so forth (i.e. Bardolph 2018; Geller 2016; Goldstein et al. 2018; Speakman et al. 2018), along with research that explores the impact of structural factors on the nature of publication (type, place and rank of publication venue) and the differential nature of citation and journal language (Beck et al. 2021; De Leuven 2015; Fulkerson and Tushingham 2019; Heath-Stout 2020; Hutson 2002; 2006; Tushingham et al. 2017). These observations resonate with broader structural issues to do with visibility, public profile and power in academic life and the effect of life events upon possible career trajectories, and most, if not all, of these factors are likely to be at work in archaeology as an example of an academic discipline. The science maps suggest that these factors play out differently in relation to particular specialties.

When first considering this issue for the period 2004-2013, it was suggested that earlier observations on the diversity of researchers engaged in fieldwork and in laboratory research might explain the differences between research specialties (Sinclair 2016 following Gero 1988 and Moser 2007). With the benefit of another period of data, and the chance to follow similar research specialisms through time or to contrast similar types of research specialism, the situation has become more complex. For example, not all fields of archaeological science show the same degree of representation of women among the most highly cited researchers; certain types of theoretical approach seem almost out of bounds to women, or certainly different when practised on either side of the Atlantic. Why has archaeological research related to early hominins in Europe become more gender diverse compared to the study of Palaeoindians in North America when they are seemingly both concerned with understanding mobile societies and the analysis of lithic and faunal collections? The lack of diversity in Palaeoindian research was noted long ago (Gero 1993), but the problem remains. Looking at another research specialty, why is theoretical archaeology in prehistoric Europe less diverse than in North America? In both cases,
the analysis of social developments in terms of diversity, power and identity is a significant aspect of their research. Within the broader field of archaeological science, not all laboratory-based research has become as diverse as that related to the study of diet using stable isotopes, and at an even more detailed level, many of the most cited women researchers clustered across research specialties identify their research focus as archaeobotany and anthracology. There is also a longer temporal dimension to be considered and this is most obvious when noting the presence of authors who did not publish any research outputs in this period yet who remain among the most-cited today (for example, Binford, L.R., Childe, V.G., Clarke, D.L., Bordes, F.) The work of these authors has followed a particular life history as a knowledge claim (Cozzens 1988). From an initial claim to know something about a specific issue when first published, the research outputs of some of these highly cited authors have become part of the established scholarly canon of knowledge for a specialty perhaps in terms of the acceptance of the data or interpretation presented, or perhaps as a form of 'concept symbol' (Small 1978), whose citation indicates a type of approach more generally. The nature of diversity at a discipline- and research-specialty level in this grouping would be worth examining with a longer-term dataset.

Science mapping adds a further dimension to existing research examining diversity and representation in archaeological research. From a starting point that women are unrepresented as highly cited researchers compared to the proportions of men and women as senior academic staff, science maps reveal the existence of clear and significant variations in male/female representation by research specialty. Further explanation(s) is now needed that considers not just the structural issues of academic work, or issues related to the discipline of archaeology, but also ones that address issues related to research and publishing in particular regions and types of approach. We must also consider the nature of knowledge claims (epistemological and ontological) within a particular archaeological specialty and how such claims progress into the canon of accepted knowledge. These explanations will need to look at the impact of specific career trajectories and the influence of role models or mentors within particular areas of research.

6.3 Language and the description of archaeology

Archaeology has remained a stable subject category since the first citation index, and yet, as noted above (Section 3.2), the major bibliometric databases identify fewer than half of the documents that can be identified as archaeology. This is because of the multi-disciplinary nature of archaeological research that leads archaeologists to publish their work across a wide range of source titles, only some of which are categorised as archaeological by Scopus and others. The science maps of terms provide an opportunity to investigate the disparity between the external categorisation of archaeology as a research type(s), and its internal categorisation by archaeologists themselves. We can begin by comparing the types of archaeology categorised by WoS, Scopus and Dimensions with the types recognised by archaeological researchers themselves as evidenced in their choice of author
keywords and through NLP-extracted terms (Table 12). WoS recognises 254 separate subject categories, just one of which is 'archaeology'. Scopus recognises 313 different subject categories, within which there are two subject categories for archaeology: 'Archaeology (Arts and Humanities)' and 'Archaeology (Science)'. Subject categorisation in Dimensions is more complex. It claims to categorise individual documents by artificial intelligence to multiple Fields of Research based on the Australia and New Zealand Standard Research Classification (Dimensions 2021). In this scheme there is a broad grouping, 'History, Heritage and Archaeology', within which are ten Fields of Research with Archaeology in their name including two 'catch-all' fields ('Archaeology not classified elsewhere' and 'Other History, Heritage and Archaeology not classified elsewhere'). Terms maps reveal, as one would expect, that archaeologists themselves have a more detailed and nuanced vocabulary by which to describe their discipline. Between 2004 and 2021 archaeologists have used at least 74 different one- or two-word noun phrases to describe the type of archaeological research they are doing. While some of these descriptive terms are variations on the same theme but for different geographic communities ('Rescue Archaeology'/'Salvage Archaeology', or 'Funerary Archaeology'/'Mortuary Archaeology'), the majority exist to recognise different communities of practice focusing on specific questions or data distinguished by time, place or method. For example, there are types of archaeology that are period specific (i.e. 'Historical Archaeology' or 'Roman Archaeology'), and geographically specific (i.e. 'Amazonian Archaeology'), types that are place specific (i.e. 'Urban Archaeology' and 'Maritime Archaeology'), types that are related to the use of scientific techniques or approaches (i.e. 'Bioarchaeology' or 'Geoarchaeology') and types that are about a form of approach to the archaeological evidence (i.e. 'Social Archaeology', Mortuary Archaeology' and 'Gender Archaeology') and the professional world (i.e. 'Contract Archaeology', Salvage Archaeology'). The limited use of subject labels through which archaeology is identified by others fundamentally oversimplifies the nature of the research that archaeologists are engaged in, and perhaps help to explain some of the issues involved in managing and supporting a discipline that has grown so much beyond its original roots in the arts and humanities or even the social sciences. The maps of the language of archaeology raise the question as to whether archaeology might benefit from a more diverse set of specialty names that will recognise as distinct the skills and knowledge of different research specialisms.

Table 12: Types of archaeology recognised by Web of Science, Scopus and Dimensions, and by archaeological researchers as discrete terms. (*The number of geographically specific archaeologies is necessarily reduced by the elimination of most country and geographical region terms through the use of a thesaurus file for terms that identifies and eliminates most words identifying a geographical location)

This same problem of describing the nature of archaeological research can be seen at a finer level by contrasting two views of the conceptual language of archaeology captured in the science maps generated by mapping the co-occurrence of terms extracted by NLP from titles and abstracts and the science map of the co-occurrence of terms among author-specified keywords. There is, of course, considerable overlap between the specific terms present in both maps; networks of keywords and NLP-extracted terms both capture the range of archaeology research in terms of materials
and methods. There are, however, very real differences present in the clustered representations of the discipline. The dense, unbroken concentration of author-keywords also demonstrates the cohesion of archaeology as a field of enquiry despite its extraordinary diversity. Maps of author-keywords are a particularly good way to identify terms that testify to the use of new methods ('3D reconstruction', photogrammetry', 'lidar', 'augmented reality'), or new forms of evidence ('ancient DNA'), or to the nature of the conceptual approach ('material culture', 'biogeography'). This is to be expected, since authors will wish to highlight what is new in their research. Maps of author-keywords align with that sense of archaeology often portrayed in popular science and journalism where the discovery of new evidence or the application of a new method offers a revelatory moment of understanding. By contrast, there are certain aspects of archaeological research that are not represented in maps of author keywords and much better captured through the analysis of the longer form texts of titles and abstracts. Maps of NLP-extracted terms separate archaeology into clear specialisms defined either by form of scientific approach or by the nature of evidence examined. Moreover, some of the most commonly occurring NLP-extracted terms are almost invisible in the maps of author keywords. Terms like 'deposit', 'sediment', 'sample', 'application', 'method', 'technique', 'test', 'fragment', 'assemblage', 'population', 'project', 'perspective' have little if any presence in the maps of author keywords. These are, perhaps, such basic terms that they do not register with authors when choosing keywords: they have been obliterated through incorporation into the common-sense understanding of the discipline by its active researchers. However, to non-specialists the inclusion of these same terms might better identify the essential nature of archaeological research as a complex interplay between evidence and interpretation, a process of dealing with both fragmentary evidence and at the same time evidence that needs to be understood as intrinsically sampled (Clarke 1973). The science maps of NLP-extracted terms, therefore, are a more effective visual representation of the nature of archaeology as a working discipline.

The final and finest resolution issue of language and archaeology relates to the problem of variation in language introduced earlier (Section 4.1) in the methodological discussion related to the reconciliation of variants of terms. Close examination of the co-occurrence maps of author keywords for both 2004-2013 and 2014-2021 reveals as many examples of synonymous term variants as the map of NLP-derived terms. While we should expect to see variation in terms when they are extracted from the free text of titles and abstracts, it is surprising to see the same degree of variation within a corpus of what should be carefully selected author keywords. This identifies an issue for archaeology in terms of its language at the level of terms themselves. It raises the issues of whether the discipline would now benefit from greater self-control over the terms that are used.

We should not be surprised by the number or range of terms used in archaeological research. As a comparative discipline, archaeologists need distinct terms to describe and examine comparable forms (classification), while archaeological interpretations often benefit from the juxtaposition of different approaches given concrete shape in specific terms used to describe analogous examples. Specialist language is needed to describe specific time periods and geographical places, to describe distinctive forms
of material culture both architectural, artefactual and ecofactual. Archaeology’s engagement with other disciplines has resulted in the regular incorporation of items from other disciplinary vocabularies to describe the range of scientific, methodological and theoretical approaches employed to explore archaeological evidence. Further complications arise from the development of terms in specific areas with specific language traditions and their application to other places, or their translation into other languages for wider communication (increasingly in English).

Terminology is not a new problem and there have been a range of responses to this problem, changing as research has moved from the physical realities of paper and ink to the thoroughly digital and international world. We have a number of physical vocabularies published as dictionaries of archaeology (for example: Bray and Trump 1982; Shaw and Jameson 2002; Bahn 2002; Darvill 2008) filled with the specific terms for periods and places, and especially types of artefacts, as well as one conceptual list (Renfrew and Bahn 2005). The development of professional archaeology has generated other lists of terms, sometimes actively curated, for aspects of archaeology evidence such as the lists compiled by the Forum on Information Standards in Heritage. Likewise, museums have developed vocabularies for describing their artefactual material, of which the best known are probably the Getty Vocabularies. More recently, archaeologists have addressed the issue of how to facilitate interoperability between diverse databases of digital information produced by archaeological projects within and between nations. Specialists have explored natural-language processing techniques as a mechanism for the extraction of key information from digital textual outputs in different languages to assist in searches for relevant research (see Binding et al. 2019; Richards and Hardman 2008; Richards et al. 2015; Sporleder 2010; Vlachidis and Tudhope 2015). Examples of this work include the STAR and STELLAR projects exploring semantic technologies for archaeological resources, and the ARIADNE project developing a data infrastructure for Europe. The keyword maps once again raise the issue of how we might manage this vocabulary particularly for the methodological and conceptual terms, and in relation to the creation of multiple word noun-phrases as keywords and within free text. Archaeology does not possess a curated list – a controlled vocabulary - that manages its methodological and conceptual terms, particularly those borrowed from other disciplines. This is a large proportion of the language of archaeology in use today.

Controlled vocabularies have been developed for other disciplines. Two examples are worth brief discussion here: the vocabularies for astronomy and astrophysics and for psychology. The first controlled vocabulary for astronomy was published in 1992, with an updated Unified Astronomy Thesaurus developed as an open-source community project for the discipline (Accomazzi et al. 2014). Of particular interest here is that in 1992 a series of 300 hierarchically organised concepts were agreed upon by the editors of the major astronomical journals as Astronomy Subject Headings or journal keywords. The most recent version, updated in 2013, is available online, along with guidance to authors to use these works to categorise their articles. In psychology, a controlled vocabulary was developed as a necessary mechanism for co-ordinating a vocabulary that grew through the appropriation of different methods and concepts from many different disciplines and the proliferation of new terms by
authors, and to provide a means for efficient search and retrieval of new research scattered among many different journals (Kinkade 1974, i). The 'Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms' started in 1974, has provided a regularly updated listing of terms in multiple formats that can be used to refine the search for new documents (e.g. APA 1994; 2005). As new terms are added, and established terms changed, the Thesaurus is retrospectively edited to ensure that the keywords used to describe psychology research outputs stay current. Used as a guide for science mapping, the Thesaurus also provides a mechanism to track the development of the discipline through time (see Flis and van Eck 2018).

Archaeology is an 'unrestricted science' (in the sense described by Pantin 1968), wherein archaeologists follow their research problems seemingly without reaching a point at which their work is no longer considered archaeological. Science maps of archaeology reveal the breadth of its sources and range of its terms, and their development through time, demonstrating that archaeology is a discipline that openly draws in opportunities to expand its research methods and direction through engagement with practices in other disciplines. They also raise the possibility that archaeology may have reached a time when it needs to think carefully about the ways in which language effectively describes its research, or might hinder identification and use of the outputs of its research. The development of its own controlled vocabulary for its methods and concepts needs careful consideration to support more established studies, looking at the traditional and international vocabulary used to describe sites, materials, periods and places.

7. Science Mapping: a Window on the Shape of a Discipline

Readers based in universities in the United Kingdom will know only too well that the period 2014 to 2021 exactly aligns with the most recent period used for evaluation of the research outputs of scholars and institutions working in higher education in the UK (REF 2021). Bibliometric data, and specifically information on citation numbers, is used as part of the evaluation process for some units of assessment (subject areas) particularly in the natural sciences, although it is not used to evaluate research in the social sciences, humanities and arts - including archaeology. For the record, the maps that accompany this article should not be seen as offering any qualitative or quantitative evaluation of the archaeological research, and some of the discussion above should illustrate why this form of data has its limitations. Moreover, these maps draw together many more examples of archaeological research outputs across a much wider geographical range than examined recently in the UK. However, these maps, and in particular the maps of sources, institutional collaboration and the language of archaeology, illustrate many of the same qualitative assessments of the shape and the general scale and flow of archaeological research that has been summarised by the specialist review panel (REF 2022) based on their reading and evaluation of more than 1000 individual research outputs and submissions from more than 20 academic units in the UK. They illustrate the considerable engagement with
scientific techniques and approaches that is now commonplace in archaeology, the breadth of questions that typify archaeological research and the complex international relationships that now characterise archaeological research across the world. Science maps provide an ideal complement to detailed reading of documents and to present a picture of a discipline so diverse as archaeology, which might not be realised in popular understandings of the discipline or through the moments of high publicity given to the results of new types of analysis or the find of new data.
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